Technical

Take-Down Yagi for the 2 Meter Band 30
Jerry Clement, VE6AB
This collapsible antenna is perfect for foxhunting and other applications.

FSQ — Fast Simple QSO 34
Murray Greenman, ZL1BPU
This new digital chat mode includes a rich set of features for public service communications.

Build a Rapid Deployment Radio Go-Box 40
Glen Popiel, KW5GP
Setting up to support public service events is fast and easy with this station-in-a-box.

An Anderson Powerpole® Adapter for Your Power Supply 42
Phil Salas, ADSX
Make your power supply Powerpole compatible for public service and more.

Transmit and Receive on Frequency 44
Bob McGraw, K4TAX
Be certain of your displayed frequency with this easy calibration technique.

Product Review 46
Mark Wilson, K1RO
Wouxun KG-UV8D Dual Band Handheld Transceiver; West Mountain Radio TARGETuner Screwdriver Antenna Controller; Heil Sound PRO 7 Headset; Audio Filters: MFJ-752D Signal Enhancer II, and Idiom Press SCAF-1

News and Features

It Seems to Us 9
David Sumner, K1ZZ
Revisiting 80/75 Meter “Rezoning”

Inside HQ 13
Harold Kramer, WJ1B
Six-Month Report Card

State Fair Special Event 65
Dean Blair, K2JB, and Philip Jenkins, N4HF
A state fair with six-figure attendance requires a super-sized special event station.

A Generalized Structure for Deployment Planning 67
David R. Fordham, KD9LA, and Catherine B. DeFabio, KP7VBO
Follow these steps to help plan and organize your ARES® or public service event.

National Mass Care Exercise 2015 and SATERN Communications 71
Mike Corey, K11U
Agencies work together to provide emergency services in this annual exercise.

First Annual Field Day Report 75
F. E. Handy
Our series of articles reprinted from vintage issues of QST continues, this time with a selection from the September 1933 issue.

Happenings 76
Rick Lindquist, WW1ME
The Amateur Radio Parity Act is now active in both houses of Congress; ARRL patrons donate Warhol print to ARRL; FCC news; Section Manager news; more.

2015 Simulated Emergency Test 88
Steve Ewald, WV1X
Prepare for the unexpected on October 3 – 4.
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Contest Corral  81
Bruce Draper, AA5B

2015 ARRL International DX Phone Contest Results  82
Drew Vonada-Smith, K3PA

Sunspots are slipping away, but scores stay strong!